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Real flexibility will be forced upon the data center as the biggest challenge in the coming years; the result 
of both increasing speed of change in and increasing uncertainty of the IT environment. The Chameleon 
Data Center has been designed and engineered to dynamically adapt when meeting the current and 
future requirements of the market -- allowing maximum flexibility of data center use in terms of IT space, 
cooling, power, and TIER level, whilst maintaining energy efficiency and sustainability. The Chameleon 
Data Center changes the way we do business and answers current and future demands of space, 
reliability, flexibility, and investment.  
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Introduction 

The uncertain nature of the current business landscape 

requires companies to be flexible, adaptive, and responsive 

to a fast paced and ever changing technological scenario, as 

well as, to the customer demands driven in many cases 

more by opportunity than well thought out strategic 

requirements. In the Data Center world, this calls for a 

highly innovative model that can address these needs, 

whilst conforming to ever increasing business, social, and 

regulatory demands for high energy efficiency. The 

solution is the Chameleon Data Center, an innovation 

breakthrough in flexibility, adaptability, responsiveness, 

and energy efficiency. 

New Market Demands 

While energy efficiency has been the most significant 

driver in data center developments in recent years, a new 

driver that is as important, if not more so, than energy 

efficiency has arrived: “extreme” flexibility. With IT 

developments moving ever faster and the effects of 

virtualization and the resilience of software impacting the 

data center, everything is changing with ever increasing 

speed.  

 

However, few, if any at all, know how this will eventually 

transform the data center environment. Therefore, these 

uncertainties result in a need for extreme flexibility in: 

 White space: from containers to DC power 
supply, water-on-the-chip-cooling to non-UPS 
power supply 

 Power requirements: ranging from a conservative 
10 kVA average per rack to hotspots of 80 kVA 
per rack (and rising) 

 Room environmental conditions: ranging from 
recommended ASHRAE thermal guidelines to 
desert conditions 

 TIER level: from TIER I to TIER IV 
 

Given the very short market forecast or IT horizon common 

to the Data Center market,  these uncertainties result in a 

new demand to be able to ‘change on the spot’ – that is, to 

effect change once the Data Center is operational. This new 

driver must be coupled with a sound business case, while 

reflecting a responsible environmental conscience or 

corporate social responsibility. 

Together, these demands have generated a new objective. 

However, any building feature  can be adapted, but at what 

cost and impact? We chose to rethink the design starting 

with a foundation of guiding principles such as flexibility 

and operational efficiency, and constraints such as 

architecture and utility services. By rethinking the data 

center we have reconciled the demand for extreme 

flexibility with that of extreme cost effectiveness.LB 

Metric here could help clarify extreme cost effectiveness 

The Chameleon Data Center 
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To meet these objectives, Deerns has created the 

Chameleon DC (see figure 1), which changes on the spot to 

meet your business needs. It utilizes the GC-DC© 

technology, leading to astounding annual average PUEs of 

1.15,  and also incorporates a unique combination of 

centralized and decentralized systems. This unique 

configuration enables us to deliver IT power and cooling at 

different power densities, TIER levels and total IT power 

capacities, all from the same systems – resulting in 

significantly reduced investment outlay. The selection of 

the definitive set of requirements needs only be made upon 

IT fit out.  

When combined with the GC-DC© technology, an 

extremely modular and scalable data center is obtained, 

with reduced initial investment outlay associated with the 

cooling systems.  

Complementing all of this with equipment selection based 

upon operational and technical requirements and applying 

in-depth Total Cost of Ownership analysis, will result in an 

extremely costs effective data center facility. 

Figure 2.  Chameleon Data Center Layout.
1
 

 
Conclusion 

The challenge with flexibility is to avoid additional costs. 

Chameleon Data Center design achieves just that through 

an infrastructure that is: 

 Flexible and easy to adapt: 
 AC or DC, non-UPS or UPS power 
 Conventional or container white space 
 Range of power densities 
 Range of TIER levels 

 High value proposition: 

                                                 
1 Deerns Consulting Engineers 2009 

Flexibility RequirementEffect on the Data CenterDevelopments

Miniaturization

Virtualization

Increasing Usage and 
Functionality of IT

Financial Crisis

Increasing Power Density

Resilience Possible on 
Software Level

Increasing Demand for Data 
Centers

Lack of Capital for Data 
Center Development

Increasing Speed of Change 
in Business and IT

Push on Outsourcing

Decreasing Horizon of 
Market Forecast

Flexibility in Power Densities

Flexibility in TIER Levels

Scalable and Modular Data 
Centers

Scalable and Modular Data 
Centers (incl. Containers)

New IT Hardware
Flexibility in White Space 

(AC or DC, non-UPS)

Figure 2: Developments in IT lead to extreme flexibility requirements 
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 Minimal initial investment outlay 
 Phased investment to match cash flow 
 Minimal operational costs through a 

PUE of 1.15 
 

The Chameleon Data Center hence meets the new market 

demand for a facility that allows the IT users to decide how 

they want to use the white space, until the moment they 

start to fit out their IT equipment. This allows data center 

operators to develop a facility for end-users that cannot 

specify their demands 12 or 6 months up front. 
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